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Frederick William Dame 

(Exercising freedom of speech … as long as it still exists.) 

JUST THINKING 

Number 14 

 

 

DailyCaller.com reports, “According to the Harvard Law School course catalog, 

professor Charles Ogletree will be teaching a reading group called ‘Understanding 

Obama’ for one classroom credit during the 2013 spring term.” The catalog states, 

“This reading group will focus on the way in which race, religion, and politics have 

impacted the development of …Obama as a leader. We will explore his views as a 

biracial child, his time as a student at Harvard Law School, the successes and 

failures of his political campaigns, and the way religion and his views on faith nearly 

derailed his campaign. Finally, time will be spent analyzing the challenges he faces 

…in establishing both his domestic and global policies.” 

 

JT:  Professor Charles Ogletree's themes are missing the point.  He and his students 

should aspire to the Harvard motto:  VERITAS!  Therefore the themes should be: 

 

1. Explaining the illegality of Obama. 

2. How Obama uses race to divide America. 

3. How Obama's claim to be Christian is nothing more than al taqiyya 

(deception) of a Muslim. 

4. How the smut, dirt, and cesspool of Chicago Socialist-Communist-

Democratic Party have impacted Obama as a non-leader and contributed to 

the downfall of the Republic of the United States of America. 

5. Exploration of his communist views as a biracial child born in Kenya. 

6. An examination of his days at Harvard Law School and who did the work for 

him. 

7. How he mugged (had other do it for him) and thugged his way into politics.   
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8. The reason he care less about his faith, as long as it helps to derail his 

opponent's campaign. 

9. Obama's position on abortion as murder. 

10. The challenges Obama faces with his narcissistic self in the framework of 

his saving America by changing it to the worst. 

11. The challenges Obama faces with his narcissistic self in the field of global 

policies where the playing field has participants that know Austrian is not a 

language and that the United States of America doesn't have 57 states. 

12. Obama's idiocy that the Islamic Brotherhood is a peaceful organization of 

bearded men who just like to read the Koran, but don't understand it! 

13. Etc., etc., etc., ad infinitum! 

Between you and me, I don't think Ogletree has the intellectual capability to handle 

the true matters concerning Obama.  Not only that, Ogletree is racially prejudiced.  

For him everything goes as long as it helps to destroy America.  Charles Ogletree or 

Jeremiah Wright, or Barack Hussein Obama – there is no difference! 

*** 

 

WND.com reports that a federal appeals court refused a lawsuit by airline pilots and 

passengers charging that their privacy rights were violated by pat-downs and body 

scans. 

 

JT:  One solution to avoid pat-downs and body scans is to say that you have 

converted to Islam!  Another solution is to claim that your religion is nudism and strip!  

Another solution is to boycott all flights! 

*** 

 

On Rick Santorum’s withdrawal from the GOP race. 

 

JT:  Evidently, the Republican Establishment likes losing presidential elections!  I 

hope I'm wrong!  Washington needs change! 
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CNSNews.com reports that Obama’s State Department has “…failed to comply with 

the deadline imposed by the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 that requires it to submit 

to Congress by Feb. 25 each year reports on the human rights conditions in 

countries around the world.” 

 

JT:  As long as there are dictatorships and totalitarian systems like Islam, and an 

illegal occupier of the Oval Office, human rights are not important conditions. 

*** 

 

In a poll conducted by Roanoke College, Mitt Romney leads Obama 46–40 percent 

in Virginia, a state Obama won by 6 points and which he cannot afford to lose in 

2012. 

 

JT:  Don't worry obots!  Obama has enough illegal votes in a storeroom owned and 

operated by the Democratic Party and the Democratic National Committee.  These 

boxes of dead people's votes, cartoon characters' votes, and multiple votes will more 

than make up the difference! 

*** 

 

In Florida, George Zimmerman is charged with second degree murder in the killing of 

Trayvon Martin. FoxNews.com reports, “Special prosecutor Angela Corey says that 

the 28-year-old Zimmerman is in custody, but wouldn’t say where for his safety. She 

said that he will be in court within 24 hours. …A second-degree murder charge in 

Florida carries a maximum sentence of life in prison. It is typically charged when 

there is a fight or other confrontation that results in death and where there is no 

premeditated plan to kill someone.” 

 

JT:  It appears that racism has charged George Zimmerman because he defended 

himself! 

*** 
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At the National Action Network’s 14th annual convention, Attorney General Eric 

Holder says, “I know that many of you are greatly and rightly concerned about the 

recent shooting death of 17-year-old Trayvon Martin, a young man whose future has 

been lost to the ages [sic]. As most of you know, three weeks ago the Department of 

Justice launched an investigation into this incident, which remains open at this time 

and prevents me from talking in detail about this matter. … 

Although I cannot share where current efforts will lead us from here, I can assure 

you that, in this investigation—and in all cases—we will examine the facts and the 

law. We will take appropriate action. And, at every step, the facts and the law will 

guide us forward. …However, in recent weeks Justice Department officials, including 

assistant attorney general for the civil rights division, Tom Perez, have traveled to 

Sanford, Florida, to meet with the Martin family, the community, and local authorities. 

The Justice Department's peacemakers are continuing to meet with civil rights 

leaders, law enforcement officers, and area residents to address and to help 

alleviate community tensions.” 

 

JT:  I think Trayvon Martin lost his future by being connected with marijuana.  The 

http://www.kansascity.com/2012/03/22/3507783/trayvons-parents-paint-portrait.html 

wrote, 

"Still, Trayvon had nonviolent behavioral issues in school, and on the day he was 

killed, he had been suspended for 10 days from Dr. Michael M. Krop Senior High 

School in North Miami-Dade. He was not suspended for something dealing with 

violence or anything like that. It wasn’t a crime he committed, but he was in an 

unauthorized area [on school property].”  Before (attending Senior High School in 

North Miami-Dade), Trayvon (Martin) attended Miami Carol City High School near 

his mother’s home in Miami Gardens." 

However, the article has been scrubbed.  I get this result:  http://newssy.net/404.php. 

 

Moreover, Mr. Holder, if you want to "find evidence of a potential federal criminal civil 

rights crime, then look in the mirror!  There is the culprit! 

*** 
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FoxNews.com reports, “The House Transportation and Infrastructure Committee said 

Wednesday that five employees associated with the recently scandal-plagued 

Government Services Administration went to Hawaii for up to a week in 2011 to 

attend an hour-long groundbreaking on space leased by the federal government for 

the FBI.” 

 

JT:  They really break ground slowly in Hawaii.  One hour is a week.  Well, Hawaii is 

consistent!  The Hawaiian officials have done it in the past and they are doing the 

same with the truth about Obama!  Up to now, no ground has been broken! – in four-

plus years! 

*** 

 

Obama says, “That wild-eyed socialist, tax-hiking class warrior was Ronald Reagan." 

 

JT:  Be careful narcissists and obots!  See what happens when you stick your head 

so far into yourselves!  Your reality is distorted! 

*** 

 

The United States, Japan, Britain and others say the launch would constitute a 

provocation and would violate U.N. Security Council resolutions banning North Korea 

from developing its nuclear and missile programs. Experts say the Unha-3 carrier is 

similar to the type of rocket that could be used to fire a missile mounted with a 

nuclear warhead to strike the U.S. or other targets.” Secretary of State Hillary Clinton 

says the United States will take “appropriate action” at the United Nations Security 

Council. 

 

JT:  The U.N. is going to be upset that North Korea "would violate U.N. Security 

Council resolutions banning North Korea from developing its nuclear and missile 

programs?  Really?  Who at the U.N. cares?  It is more important that the U.N. 
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passes a resolution banning criticism of Islam.  Hillary Clinton will "Take appropriate 

action"? 

 

O hum!  O hum!  O hum! 

*** 

 

In Mario Apuzzo's case in New Jersey challenging the appearance of Obama's name 

on the New Jersey ballot, Judge Masin told Mr. Apuzzo, "As far as I’m concerned, 

Obama was born in Hawaii." 

 

JT:  Judge Masin has made an original statement par excellence!  The translation is:  

This makes Obama a natural born citizen!  More important, the Obama camp got to 

Judge Masin with the question:  How is the health of your family?  You just don't 

mess around with a Chicago thug! 

I have developed a theory as to why no politician wants to comment on Obama’s 

eligibility.  I think that they have received HOW’S YOUR FAMILY’S HEALTH?  It’s an 

important question of concern from the Obama camp!  Just another aspect of 

Obama Care!!! 

*** 

 

Obama’s Secretary of Labor, socialist Hilda Solis, says … people "aren’t paying their 

taxes, those that [sic] can afford it, the billionaires, the millionaires, even the folks as 

you heard yesterday were in the White House that [sic] agreed to pay more. They 

want to pay more ’cause they know it’s their obligation, because that’s what we stand 

by, those principles. That’s very, very important for us to understand what [Obama] is 

fighting for, for fairness.” 

 

JT:  I'm all for it.  For every dollar I earn, I want to pay five dollars in taxes!  Yup!  I'm 

pro socialism.  Once sopupsolism takes everything from me, sopupsolism won't give 

me anything back!  Oops!  I meant slopsolism! 
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T. Boone Pickens says, "Obama needs to go in, study it, look at it, and decide what 

an energy plan is, and then go forward with it. 

 

JT:  Obama does this every time he goes golfing.  He's really fired up with energy! 

*** 

 

Michelle Obama, in commenting on Hilary Rosen's attack on Ann Romney, tweets, 

“Every mother works hard.  Every woman deserves to be respected.” 

 

JT:  Every mother except Michelle works hard.  She never really worked a complete 

day in her life.  As for raising her daughters?  Their grandmother mother raised them 

when Barry and Michelle were out somewhere living off others.  They have done it all 

of their lives.  Real mothers deserve respect.  Real mothers Michelle! not those who 

love lobster, jewels, hate America, and gouge down XXXL hamburgers while the 

taxpayers foot Mouth's bill! 

*** 

 

Larry Connors of KMOV in St. Louis asks Obama, “The economy is a big issue and 

concern for folks. I mean, the unemployment, trying to make ends meet, gas prices, 

food prices going up. Some of our viewers are complaining, they get frustrated, even 

angered, when they see the first family jetting around, different vacations and so 

forth, sometimes maybe they think under color of state business and that you’re out 

of touch, that you don’t really know what they're experiencing right now.” Obama 

responds, “Well, I don’t… I don’t… I don’t know, uh, how many viewers you’re… 

you’re talkin’ about that say that, but, uh…” Conners: “We do hear from some.” 

Obama: “Well, I, uh, yeah, I hear from all kinds of viewers about, uh, about 

everything.” Conners: “I’m sure you do.” Obama: “But, uh, the fact of the matter is, I 

think if you look at my track record, uh, I’m raising a family here, uh, when we travel, 

we gotta travel through Secret Service, and Air Force One. That’s not, uh, that’s not 

my choice, uh. I think most folks understand, uh, how hard I work and… and how 

hard this administration’s workin’ on behalf of the American people.” 
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JT:  Reading between the Obama uh lines we understand!  Who uh, yeah, allowed 

you uh, yeah, to be uh, yeah, in my presence uh, yeah uh?  I don't uh, yeah, uh care 

what you uh, yeah, uh ask or think.  I and my wife uh, yeah, uh gotta travel an play 

golf uh, yeah, uh ya know. Uh, yeah, uh we uh, ya know me an ma wife, uh, er could 

care less uh, yeah, uh, er about what the er, uh, yeah, uh American voter uh, er, uh, 

yeah, uh thinks as long as uh, er, uh, er, yeah, uh, er they vote for me.  We yeah, er, 

uh, er, yeah, uh, er are er,  uh, er, yeah, uh, er the er,  uh, er, yeah, uh, er King er, 

uh, er, yeah, uh, er and er,  uh, er, yeah, uh, er the er,  uh, er, yeah, uh, er Quean. 

You don't criticize us! Udderwise … you shud look out for ya family's health!  Ya 

know!  It's all about er, um, uh, yeah, er, ObamaCare – care about Obama! 

 

 

(Source:  http://johnlocke.org/site-docs/rightangles/obama-michelle.jpg) 

 

This was the last interview Larry Connors will have with Obama! 

*** 
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North Korea’s launch of what it claimed was a weather satellite ends in failure as the 

rocket apparently did not reach the upper atmosphere, let alone orbit. 

 

JT:  It must have been a North Korean Trident rocket. 

 

 

(http://www.idlewords.com/images/shuttle/trident-2.jpg) 

*** 

 

The Investigative Project on Terrorism reports, “The State Department broke with 

normal procedures last week when it ordered the U.S. Customs and Border 

Protection (CBP) not to conduct a secondary inspection on members of the Egyptian 

Muslim Brotherhood’s Freedom and Justice Party (FJP) on their way to visit 

government officials and think tanks in the United States. This happened despite the 

fact that one member of the delegation had been implicated—though not charged—

in a U.S. child pornography investigation, the Investigative Project on Terrorism (IPT) 

has learned. According to senior enforcement sources and documents reviewed by 
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the IPT, investigators had information tying Abdul Mawgoud Dardery to the 

pornography investigation that was based in Pennsylvania. 

 

JT:  Rumors have it (JT rumors are always interesting!) that the Muslim Brotherhood 

has a youth organization called The Muslim Bacchá and Bacha Posh à la 

Afghanistan.  (http://topdocumentaryfilms.com/the-dancing-boys-of-afghanistan/; 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/magazine-15262680)  (Google Bacha Posh pictures and 

go google!).  Evidently, such youth-centered organizations are ordained by 

Mohammed and Allah, wherever they are! 

*** 

 

Republican strategist Mary Matalin says, "Let’s do a little exercise in decoding 

Obama-world: Have you ever seen them horsewhip a blundering man with the 

ferocity they laid into Rosen? A bit of irony in the War on Women world, no? …The 

character of a campaign flows from the top; it is a reflection of the values of the 

leadership. While relentlessly extolling how caring and fair it is about every last 

citizen, when it came to its own foxhole sister, the Obama team showed its true 

character." 

JT:  Attention!  Attention!  Attention!  All obots, and super obots like Michelle, Debbie 

Wasserman-Schulz, Hilary Rosen, Nancy Pelosi, the lamestream media, and their 

like!  You are herewith warned that every insult you throw at any woman, particularly 

Mrs. Romney, and any insult the Obama team throws at Mitt Romney and any 

opponent will have the following effect:  You will be undressing your character and 

you will not cut a very good figure.  You are practically naked now and you are not 

cutting good figures.  You haven't been cutting good figures for the past four-plus 

years.  Are you masochists? 

*** 

 

At HumanEvents.com Neil W. McCabe reports that information contained in Katie 

Pavlich’s new book, Fast and Furious, indicates that Secretary of Homeland Security 

Janet Napolitano lied to Congressional committees when she stated, under oath, 
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that she knew nothing about Operation Fast and Furious until after Border Agent 

Brian Terry was killed with a weapon from the ill-advised scheme on December 14, 

2010, and that she had never discussed the program with Attorney General Eric 

Holder. McCabe writes, “Pavlich makes a strong case that when people are finally 

charged with crimes, Napolitano will have to answer for her perjury to Congress. ‘Let 

me tell you something about Janet,’ [one] source said to the author. ‘Janet will be 

lucky not to go to prison.’” 

 

JT:  Are there prisons for Butches? 

*** 

 

Labor Secretary Hilda Solis piles on Mitt Romney and his wife Ann, telling 

DailyCaller.com, “Michelle Obama is a fine example of what the women are in our 

society. Those working moms that have had to work so hard now, stretch their 

dollars, and may not even be able to move up in the workplace if their wages haven’t 

kept up. That’s what we’re fighting for… so they can put money away to save. Many 

women aren’t able to do that and that may not be the case with the nominee—the 

potential nominee for the Republican Party’s spouse—but I’m just telling you that 

that’s what I’m hearing day in and day out.” 

 

JT:  Evidently Labor Secretary Hilda Solis is deaf in both ears and she can't read 

lips! 

*** 

Notice to the Reader.  With JUST THINKING Number 14 I have changed the visual 

format by discontinuing color highlighting.  The red highlighting could cause reading 

difficulties for some people.  I have decided to place JT in bold font and underline it.  

This is enough indication that interesting comments and thoughts follow.   

*** 
 
Frederick William Dame 
Patriotic, Steadfast, and True 
April 14, 2012. 


